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Why study student migration?

Baas, 2019; Findlay, McCollum & Packwood, 
2017; Lomer; 2017; OECD, 2018; UIS, 2018
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What kind of research is needed?

“skirt around the problem of 
structure and agency”

1. Complexities of individuals’ 
identities.

2. Is temporally sensitive

3. Dynamic interaction of 
individual agency with 
structural forces

Arthur & Nunes, 2014; Biesta & Tedder, 2007; Elder et al., 2003; Kim, 
2015; Montgomery, 2010; Tan & Hugo, 2017; Tran & Vu, 2018
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Research design

Biographical-Narrative “Entry” Interview
During Study

9-15 
months

Semi-Structured “Exit” Interview
Post-study

UK
Process of closing to student-migrants

Japan
Process of opening to student-migrants
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possible patterns 
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to the actor

National Case Studies

Methodology

Theoretical Framework

Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Tran & Vu, 
2018; Wengraf, 2001
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Influence of regulations on post-study options

• Receptivity frames the relationship between participants and 
the host country, 
• Persisted throughout their trajectories

• Participants exhibited a variable understanding of regulations
• Stability and transparency
• Access to accurate and digestible information, and support

Baubock, 2006; Favell et al., 2007; Zlotnik, 
1987
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Development and practice of agency

It
e

ra
ti

o
n - Pervasive as a dominant 

orientation

- Source of participants’ 
understanding of  “default” 
courses of action P

ra
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-
Ev
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- Became more prominent later 
in trajectories

- Provided tools to navigate 
barriers encountered, helping to 
understand the barriers faced 

- Transformative potential

P
ro

je
ct

io
n - Selective 

- Helped participants engage 
with uncertainty or barriers 
encountered

- Experiential enactment 
provided certainty, reduced risk

Agentive orientations evolve markedly during trajectories

Different agentive orientations offered different tools to navigate post-study options

Introducing students to different forms of practice may empower their agency in post-study environment

Tran et al., 2019

- Anti-iterational sentiment

- Transformative potential
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Implications

• Research
• Time series data, temporal sensitivity, intensive methods

• Practice 
• Consistent interaction with student-migrants is important

• Inadequacies of entry-exit model
• Recognition of importance of timing interventions.

• Policy 
• UN Compact on “safe, orderly, and regular migration” (2018)

• Temporal guarantees
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